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1. Introduction:
Napier Lion's Gate is an interactive Smartphone application which gives people an engaging
experience when visiting the Merchiston campus’s interactive garden. The application is
equipped with Augmented Reality (AR) and Internet of Things (IOT). Application has unique
options like Campus Maps with Virtual Assistant, Schedule Visit, 360⁰ Campus View. The
application uses camera and sensors to identify plants and display relevant information about
plants and its species. It has been implemented by using Vuforia SDK . App has Login page for
Students & Staff Separately where they can able to logon to simplified moodle. Where they
can able to view courses and module completion status and students will have different
options like choosing trisemster modules. Application is build with AR and IoT so that students
will have a new type of view through application.
Augmented reality (AR) is a live perspective of a physical, real-world environment whose
components are increased (or enhanced) by system generated data, for example,
audio/video, Graphics or GPS information. Research in AR has been continuing for the last a
few decades. It’s an emerging computer technology where the perception of the user is
enhanced by the seamless blending between a realistic environment and computergenerated virtual objects coinciding in a similar space and The Internet of Things (IoT) is
basically an arrangement of machines or objects with information gathering technology so
that objects can contact and communicate with each other and the data that has generated
has wide range of uses. By combining both technologies application can be able to detect
trees and plants and displays history and benefits of plants. It is an interactive threedimensional picture plane by real-time video image transmission and processing of
information. At present augmented reality has been in the industrial production, health care
and education for the success of applications for entertainment. AR, by overlaying physical
objects with virtual information, can create a “seeing space” that allows a user to perform
situated analysis with a group of information presented of interactivity.

1.1.

Background:

Augmented reality (AR) technology is blooming in the past few years with a growing number
of low-cost AR devices becoming available to the general public. AR techniques have
demonstrated the capacity to optimise task efficiency in an almost all industries and provide
engaging, entertainment and education experiences. Rapid development of mobile devices
and the emerging trend of computing has evolved technologies that are always and
everywhere available. Augmented Reality and Internet of Things (IoT) are such technologies,
which either enrich the real-world environment with useful information or receive from the
real-world environment useful information. Augmented reality is comprehensive information
technology which combines digital image processing, computer graphics, artificial
intelligence, and multimedia technology. In general everyone loves to see communication
between physical and virtual world.
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2. Understanding
The main motivation to develop an application based on AR and VR is because of people
showing interest in Communication between physical and virtual world. According to IDC
research on AR and VR will grow to 68.9 million units in 2022 with a five-year compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 52.5%.

Online Research:
Demand for augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) technologies will see explosive
growth this year compared with 2017, according to a study released by International Data
Corp (IDC).
The research firm forecasts that worldwide spending on AR and VR products and services will
reach $27 billion in 2018, a 92 percent increase year over year. It expects to see spending on
these technologies and services achieve a five-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
72 percent over the 2017 to 2022 forecast period. (IDC)
Sound and vision are the two main senses being used today, but there is progress being made
that will involve other senses in virtual reality.
AR technology divided in to two categories and Application is designed by using Markerless
AR system.
On a technical level, the methods by which AR is achieved can generally be split into two
broad categories: Marker-based, and markerless.
Marker-based Systems
This technology uses physical-world symbols as a reference point for computer graphics to be
overlaid.
Markerless Systems
This method uses a combination of an electronic devices’ accelerometer, compass and
location data (such as the Global Positioning System – GPS) to determine the position in the
physical world, which way it is pointing and on which axis the device is operating. This location
data can them be compared to a database to determine what the device is looking at, and
thus allows computer data/graphics to be displayed on-screen.
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Figure 2.1.1
Image source: Garter.inc
2.1.

How Internet of Things Works?

IoT structure follows the technologies that connect the stages of the Information Value Loop:
sensors, networks, standards, augmented intelligence, and augmented behaviour.

Figure 2.1.2
Image Source: GoogleImages.com
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Innovation in the Internet of Things is characterized by the combination of physical and digital
components to create new products and enable novel business models. IoT solutions typically
combine physical things with IT in the form of hardware and software. As a result, the primary
thing-based physical functions of a thing can be enhanced with additional IT-based digital
services, which can be accessed not only on a local basis but at a global level.
From a technological perspective, the implementation of a connected product typically
requires the combination of multiple software and hardware components in a multi-layer
stack of IoT technologies. As the future for the Internet of Things is bright and expectations
rising, signiﬁcant challenges remain to be solved not only from a technological point of view
but also from a business perspective.
2.2.

How does Application works?

Application will use almost all the sensors that are available in a mobile device. Top end
mobile with almost all the sensors will have best results than the Mid Range mobile because
lack of sensors.
CREATE: The use of sensors to generate information about a physical event or state.
COMMUNICATE: The transmission of information from one place to another.
AGGREGATE: The gathering together of information created at different times or from
different sources.
ANALYZE: The discernment of patterns or relationships among phenomena that leads to
descriptions, predictions, or prescriptions for action.
ACT: Initiating, maintaining, or changing a physical event or state.
List of requirements:
Technology

Sensors

Networks

Augmented intelligence

Defenition
A device that generates an electronic signal from
a physical condition or event

A mechanism for communicating an electronic
signal

Analytical tools that improve the ability to
describe, predict, and exploit relationships among
phenomena
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Augmented behavior

Technologies and techniques that improve
compliance with prescribed action

List of Sensors Required for Application to perform at it best by using AR and IoT.

Sensor Type

Sensor Description

Examples

Humidity

Humidity sensors detect humidity
(amount of water vapor) in the air
or a mass. Humidity levels can be
measured in various ways:
absolute humidity, relative
humidity, mass ratio, and so on.

Hygrometer, humistor, soil moisture sensor

Biosensors

Biosensors detect various
biological elements such as
organisms, tissues, cells, enzymes,
antibodies, and nucleic acids

Blood glucose biosensor, pulse oximetry,
electrocardiograph

Position

A position sensor measures the
position of an object; the position
measurement can be either in
absolute terms (absolute position
sensor) or in relative terms
(displacement sensor). Position
sensors can be linear, angular, or
multi-axis.

Potentiometer, inclinometer, proximity
sensor

Occupancy
and motion

Velocity and
acceleration

Occupancy sensors detect the
presence of people and animals in
a surveillance area, while motion
sensors detect movement of
people and objects. The
difference between the two is
that occupancy sensors will
generate a signal even when a
person is stationary, while a
motion sensor will not.
Velocity (speed of motion) sensors
may be linear or angular,
indicating how fast an object
moves along a straight line or how
fast it rotates. Acceleration
sensors measure changes in
velocity.

Electric eye, RADAR

Accelerometer, gyroscope
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Flow sensors detect the rate of
fluid flow. They measure the
volume (mass flow) or rate (flow
Flow
velocity) of fluid that has passed
through a system in a given period
of time.
Acoustic sensors measure sound
levels and convert that
Acoustic
information into digital or analog
data signals.
Light sensors detect the presence
Light
of light (visible or invisible).
Temperature sensors measure the
amount of heat or cold that is
present in a system. They can be
broadly of two types: contact and
non-contact. Contact temperature
Temperature sensors need to be in physical
contact with the object being
sensed. Non-contact sensors do
not need physical contact, as they
measure temperature through
convection and radiation.
Chemical sensors measure the
concentration of chemicals in a
system. When subjected to a mix
of chemicals, chemical sensors are
Chemical
typically selective for a target type
of chemical (for example, a CO2
sensor senses only carbon
dioxide).

Anemometer, mass flow sensor, water
meter

Microphone, geophone, hydrophone
Infrared sensor, photo detector, flame
detector

Thermometer, calorimeter, temperature
gauge

Breathalyzer, smoke detector
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3. Envisionment:
The envisionment of the design was key to the development of this application.

Figure 3.1.1
The storyboards were used to envision the type of scenario the app would be used in.
The use of the storyboards quickly focussed the way the design would be developed.
Thus, it allowed the design to progress to the next stage of envisionment.
Below image is taken from Windows 10 paint 3D application which helps us to give
some sample view of Mixed Reality and 3D scan of Augmented Reality. Through the
use of Paint 3D we have got approximate view of how Augmented Reality scans a tree
and produces information by using IoT. Fig 3.1.2
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4. Design
App

Login

Home

AR Garden view

Maps with
Virtual voice

360⁰ Campus
view
[Preloaded]

Staff Login

Events

Student Login

I Point

Staff
Dashboard

Students
CW Results

Student
Dashboard

Workshops

Student Trimester
Notification

Students
CW Results

Choose
Modules

Events/
Workshops

Ema
IT Support
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Conceptual Model:

The Napier’s Lion Gate makes use of AR technology, IoT to create user an immersive
experience inside University Campus. Therefore, it was important to conceptualise how the
Napier’s Lion gate would connect with the garden.
Developers

AR & IoT

Plants

Maps

360⁰ Camera view

Design Language:
The application is designed to increase interest to users in garden area, therefore all the
images and texts, colour will be in HDR. The colour will need to appear distinct enough so
that the app can be used outside the garden. The design is based on AR and IoT which
increase interest towards application and users will navigate to various options and features
provided by application.
Fig 4.1.1
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Colour:
Solid black is used for almost all the text. Icon and some Highlighted words will be in colour.
Colour will be used for the AR graphics that will appear on the phone. This creates a more
lifelike impression and will make it easier for the user to spot them in the garden. The
gallery of images for each item will also use colour instead of just being black.
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Fig. 4.1.2
Icons:
Icons will be positioned depending on the page that is currently being shown. In the main
menu three icons will be positioned simple and robust even for guest user. Different Icons
will be shown to user who logon by using login page and separate for both Students and
staff. Fig. 4.1.3

Typography:
The app will make use of stylised fonts for text, thus giving a more natural look to the
system.
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Fig: 4.1.4

5. Evaluation and Testing:
Participant‐based Evaluation
Two members from the different universities were given a brief explanation about
application. They were then asked a list of questions about the concept. The aim was
to find out whether user is interested to use AR and VR technology and to check user
understands the concept. Two of them were familiar with AR and VR technology and
they were excited to see how ease final application will be. Participant‐based
evaluation with the prototype helped explore the usability of the concept by
incorporating user testing. It managed to pick up on problems missed in the earlier
expert‐based evaluation by providing alternative viewpoints of the design.
To gain an understanding of the issues, problems and requirements of the application,
Interviews were taken for four students from Napier University and One from Heriot
Watt University by explaining the concept and background of application. Students
were also shown some Conceptual designs to give an idea of the scenario the
application would be used in.
Following is a list of question and answers they were asked:
What do you think of concept?
Do you think will this application make sense from other application?
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Could you see yourself using the application?
Do you think people use this application to explore garden?
Is there anything that you feel in this application need more development in any area?
Yes, Pre recorder virtual voice assistant for campus might be an issue sometime. It
would need more interactive system like Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri’s
Artificial Intelligence virtual assistant.
Almost all the feedback I received from them is positive except on Security issues.
5.1.

List of requirements and problems

1. User to explore the garden will lead them to taking an interest in the garden.
2. The application should be simple so that user can able to go through application
thoroughly and spend some time on it.
3. History and benefits of plants and trees should be accurate.
4. It has to be interesting and people can show some interest while using the
application.
5. Campus Maps should be accurate because it is preloaded and users should not
get confused by it.
6. If they contact through app Ipoint/ IT support team should be available not less
than 8hours.
7. Minimum 2 persons should be there to give them technical support if there is any
issue.
8. Security advancements will be required to shield IoT gadgets and stages from both
data assaults and physical altering, to encode their correspondences, and to address
new difficulties, for example, imitating "things" or refusal of-rest assaults that deplete
batteries. IoT security will be convoluted by the way that many "things" utilize basic
processors and working frameworks that may not support advanced security
approaches.
Usability Testing of mobile applications
1. Understandability: “the capability of the software product to enable the user to
understand whether the software is suitable, and how it can be used for particular
tasks and conditions of use”.
2. Learnability: “the capability of the software product to enable the user to learn its
application”.
3. Operability: “the capability of the software product to enable the user to operate
and control it”.
4. Attractiveness: “the capability of the software product to be attractive to the user”.

6. Future Works
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To advance from the current stage of the design, We need prototype of current stage
application. Application can also be manage with new upcoming technology XR(Extended
Reality)
Immersive technology enables us to merge the physical and virtual worlds (and vice versa)..
The different realities VR, AR, MR, and now XR–continue to evolve and blend into our
everyday lives. Extended Reality (XR) encompasses all realities. It’s an umbrella term that
encompasses everything: 360-degree video, augmented, virtual, and mixed realities, and
whatever other realities might be created in the future. XR has always been an
acknowledged technology; it just didn’t have a name. Now it’s disrupting the news media,
healthcare, film, retail, and marketing industries.
The immersive experiences XR has to offer will fundamentally change storytelling and the way
marketers engage with consumers. Even though the XR environment is virtual, the
interactivity is real. It will allow users to customize their choices and choose the path they
wish to venture on. XR holds the promise of obtaining an extensive reach. As immersive tech
continues to mature, it will become easily accessible because all realities will eventually
overlap, meaning that moving from VR to AR or MR will eventually be a seamless experience
in XR. If XR is the convergence of all realities, users need to be able to access it on one device.
A temporary solution is smartphones, which already enjoy wide adoption, but a single XR
wearable will hit the marketplace in the future. It’ll be able to easily switch between our world
and the virtual one. XR is the new symbiotic balance of these realities. In the future we will
see people interacting with the virtual world and real world in seamless, frictionless, and
continuous ways, not bound by delineations of experience between VR, AR, and MR.
Source: Sarah Stumbo & Cathy Hackl (software developer’s - works at Unity Technologies as
a producer on the Made with Unity team, specializing in XR content creation).

7. Conclusion:
With the rapid development of hardware and software use of augmented reality is becoming
more and more adopted. Imagine with the help of application you could see more than others
see, hear more than others hear, you can learn everything about plants and trees with just
one click. Application helps to see garden from different view and it helps learn more and also
increase in interest to explore garden. Campus Maps with virtual voice assistant is pretty
much useful than normal and plain maps and more over it displays inside campus view with
voice assistant. Preloaded 360⁰ camera view images helps students to explore campus sitting
inside garden with just one click. The main shortcoming of the application and AR technology
is still the lack of capacity for photo realistic presentation of complex 3D models, because of
hardware limitations. Complexity might be removed in future by using XR (Extended Reality)
in application. The further development and improvement of the application will surely
expected to be with better quality and functionality with mix of AR, XR,VR Technologies.
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